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Abstract The computation of tautomer rations of druglikemolecules is enormously important in computer-13

aided drug discovery, as over a quarter of all approved drugs can populatemultiple tautomeric species in so-14

lution. Unfortunately, accurate calculations of aqueous tautomer ratios—the degree to which these species15

must be penalized in order to correctly account for tautomers inmodeling binding for computer-aided drug16

discovery—is surprisingly difficult. While quantum chemical approaches to computing aqueous tautomer17

ratios using continuum solvent models and rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator thermochemistry are currently18

state of the art, these methods are still surprisingly inaccurate despite their enormous computational ex-19

pense. Here, we show that amajor source of this inaccuracy lies in the breakdown of the standard approach20

to accounting for quantum chemical thermochemistry using rigid rotor harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approx-21

imations, which are frustrated by the complex conformational landscape introduced by the migration of22

double bonds, creation of stereocenters, and introduction of multiple conformations separated by low en-23

ergetic barriers induced by migration of a single proton. Using quantum machine learning (QML) methods24

that allow us to compute potential energies with quantum chemical accuracy at a fraction of the cost, we25

show how rigorous alchemical free energy calculations can be used to compute tautomer ratios in vac-26

uum free from the limitations introduced by RRHO approximations. Furthermore, since the parameters of27

QMLmethods are tunable, we show how we can train these models to correct limitations in the underlying28

learned quantum chemical potential energy surface using free energies, enabling these methods to learn29

to generalize tautomer free energies across a broader range of predictions.30

31
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Introduction32

The most common form of tautomerism, prototropic tautomerism describes the reversible structural iso-33

merism involving the sequential processes of bond cleavage, skeletal bondmigration and bond reformation34

in which a H+ is transferred [1]. According to the IUPAC Gold Book, tautomers can be defined by the general35

equilibrium shown below in which X, Y, and Z are any of C, N, O, or S:36

H X Y Z
tautomerism

X Z Y H37

Numerous chemical groups can show prototropic tautomerism. Common examples include keto-enol38

(shown in Figure 2), amide/imidic acid, lactam/lactim, and amine/imine tautomerism [2].39

Tautomerism influences many aspects of chemistry and biology40

Tautomerism adds a level of mutability to the static picture of chemical compounds. How chemists think41

about and represent molecules is still largely influenced by the work of Kekulé and Lewis from the dawn of42

the 20th century [3]. The widespread usage of notating and representing chemical structure as undirected43

graphs with atoms as nodes and bonds as edges (and bond types annotated as edge attributes like single,44

double and triple bond) dominates the field of chemistry (with the notable exception of quantum chem-45

istry) [4]. Tautomers make a satisfying description of chemical identity difficult in such a framework, since46

they can instantaneously change their double bond pattern and connectivity table if confronted with simple47

changes in environment conditions or exist as multiple structures with different connection table and bond48

pattern at the same time [5].49

The change in the chemical structure between different tautomeric forms of a molecule is accompanied50

by changes in physico-chemical properties. By virtue of themovement of a single proton and the rearrange-51

ment of double bonds, tautomerism can significantly alter a molecule’s polarity, hydrogen bonding pattern,52

its role in nucleophilic/electrophilic reactions, and a wide variety of physical properties such as partition53

coefficients, solubilities, and pKa [6, 7].54

Tautomerism can also altermolecular recognition, making it an important consideration for supramolec-55

ular chemistry. To optimizing hydrogen bond patterns between a ligand and a binding site tautomerismn56

has to be considered. One of the most intriguing examples is the role that the tautomeric forms of the57

four building blocks of deoxynucleic acids played in the elucidation of biologically-relevant base pairings.58

The now well known Watson-Crick base pairing is only possible with guanine and cytosine in their amino59

(instead of imino) form and adenine and thymine in their lactam (instead of lactim) form. Watson and Crick60

struggled in their first attempts to get the tautomeric form of guanine right, delaying their work for a couple61

of weeks [2]. In the end, they concluded: “If it is assumed that the bases only occur in the most plausible62

tautomeric forms . . .only one specific pair of bases can bond together” [8]. The significance of this anecdote63

should not be underestimated. In a theoretical study of all synthetic, oral drugs approved and/or marketed64

since 1937, it has been found that 26% exist as an average of three tautomers [9]. While tautomerism re-65

mains an important phenomena in organic chemistry, it has not gainedmuch appreciation in other scientific66

fields and there is little reason to doubt that suchmistakes might repeat themselves in different settings [5].67

The typical small energy difference between tautomers poses additional challenges for protein-ligand68

recognition. Local charged or polar groups in the protein binding pocket can shift the tautomer ratio and69

result in dominant tautomers in complex otherwise not present in solution [4]. For this reason the elucida-70

tion of the dominant tautomer in each environment is not enough—without the knowledge about the ratio71

(i.e. the free energy difference) between tautomeric forms in the corresponding phase a correct description72

of the experimental (i.e. macroscopic) binding affinity might not be possible. To illustrate this one might73

think about two extreme cases: one in which the tautomer free energy in solution is 10 kcal/mol and one74

in which it is 1.0 kcal/mol. It seems unlikely that the tautomer free energy difference of 10 kcal/mol will be75

compensated by the protein binding event (therefore one could ignore the unlikely other tautomer form),76

but a tautomer free energy difference of 1 kcal/mol could easily be compensated. Examples for this effect77

— changing tautomer ratios between environments — are numerous for vacuum and solvent phase. One78

example is the neutral 2-hydroxypyridine(2-HPY)/2-pyridone(2-PY) tautomer. The gas phase internal energy79

difference between the two tautomers is circa 0.7 kcal/mol in favor of the enol form (2-HPY), while in water80
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an internal energy difference of 2.8 kcal/mol was reported in favour of 2-PY. In cyclohexane, both tautomer81

coexist in comparable concentration while the 2-PY is dominant in solid state and polar solvents [10].82

The example above assumed two tautomeric forms— if thereweremultiple tautomeric forms, eachwith83

small free energy differences, using a single dominant tautomer in solvent and complex may still represent84

only a minor fraction of the true equilibrium tautomer distribution.85

The study of tautomer ratios requires sophisticated experimental and computational86

approaches87

The experimental study of tautomer ratios is highly challenging [11]. The small free energy difference and88

low reaction barrier between tautomers—as well as their short interconversion time—can make it nearly89

impossible to study specific tautomers in isolation. Also, tautomer ratios can be highly sensitive to pH,90

temperature, salt concentration, solvent and environment [9]. The majority of available quantitative tau-91

tomer data is obtained from NMR and UV-vis spectroscopy, in combination with chemometric methods [5].92

Recently, efforts have been made to collect some of the experimental data and curate these in publicly93

available databases, specifically Wahl and Sander [12] and Dhaked et al. [13].94

In the absence of a reliable, cheap, and fast experimental protocol to characterize tautomeric ratios95

for molecules, there is a need for computational methods to fill the gap. And — even if such a method96

exists — predicting tautomer ratios of molecules that are not yet synthesized motivates the development97

of theoretical models. Computational methods themselves have a great need for defined tautomer ratios.98

Most computational methods use data structures in which bond types and/or hydrogen positions have to99

be assigned a priori and remain static during the calculation, introducing significant errors if an incorrect100

dominant tautomer is chosen [14]. This is true for a wide variety of methods including molecular dynam-101

ics/Monte Carlo simulations (and free energy calculations based on them), quantum chemical calculations102

(heat and energy of formation, proton affinities, dipole moments, ionization potentials (e.g. Civcir [15])),103

virtual screening [16], QS/PAR, docking, many molecular descriptors, and pKa/logD/logP calculations [9].104

In the last 20 years, amultitude of different studies (seeNagy [17, 18] for a good overview) have been con-105

ducted using a wide variety of methods ranging from empirical (e.g. Milletti et al. [16]), force field based [19]106

to quantum chemical calculations [20] to investigate tautomer ratios in solution (or, more generally, proton107

transfer).108

The third round of the Statistical Assessment of the Modeling of Proteins and Ligands (SAMPL2) chal-109

lenge included the blind prediction of tautomer ratios and provided an interesting comparison between110

different computational methods [21]. Most of the 20 submissions were using implicit solvent models and111

ab initio or DFT methods to evaluate the energy differences [21]. Typically, such calculations use a ther-112

modynamic cycle to assess the solution phase free energy (as shown in Figure 1). The Gibbs free energy113

is calculated in vacuum and the transfer free energy added using a continuum solvation model to obtain114

the free energy in solution. However, as stated in Martin [22], “In summary, although quantum chemical115

calculations provide much insight into the relative energies of tautomers, there appears to be no consen-116

sus on the optimal method”. For the 20 tautomer pairs investigated in the SAMPL2 challenge (this includes117

13 tautomer pairs for which tautomer ratios were provided beforehand) the three best performing meth-118

ods reported an RMSE of 2.0 [23], 2.5 [24] and 2.9 kcal/mol [25]. While these results are impressive it also119

shows that there is clearly room for improvement. And, maybe even more importantly, the SAMPL2 chal-120

lenge showed the need for investigating a wider variety of tautomer transitions to draw general conclusions121

about best practice/methods for tautomer predictions [21]. The excellent review of Nagy concluded that122

tautomer relative free energies are sensitive to “the applied level of theory, the basis set used both in ge-123

ometry optimization and [...] single point calculations, consideration of the thermal corrections [...] and the124

way of calculating the relative solvation free energy” [17]. We’d like to add “quality of 3D coordinates” to125

these issues and discuss them in the following.126
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Figure 1. Solvation free energy differences are typically calculated using a thermodynamic cycle, independent
of the level of theory that is used to obtain the individual terms. A typical quantum chemistry protocol calculatesthe free energy in aqueous phase (G◦

solv) as the sum of the free energy in gas phase (G∗gas; calculated using the ideal gasRRHO approximation) and the standard state transfer free free energy (ΔG∗→◦
S ; obtained using a continuum solvationmodel). The solvation free energy difference ΔG◦

solv is then calculated as the difference between G◦
solv for two tautomers.

Standard approaches to quantum chemical calculations of tautomer ratios introduce significant127

errors128

Solvation free energy differencesΔG◦
solv can be calculated from the standard-state Gibbs free energy in solu-129

tion of the product and educt of the corresponding tautomer reaction. ΔG◦
solv is computed as the difference130

in the free energies of both tautomer species, with the free energy of each tautomer in solution calculated131

as the sumof the gas-phase free energyG∗
gas,k and the standard state solvation free energyΔG∗→◦

S,k expressed132

as133

G◦
solv,k = G

∗
gas,k + ΔG

∗→◦
S,k (1)

for a given conformation k and shown as a thermodynamic cycle in Figure 1.134

The standard state gas phase free energy G∗
gas of conformation k at temperature T is defined as135

G∗
gas,k = Ek + �ZPE,k + G

∗
T ,k − RT lnD (2)

with Ek as the electronic energy in the gas phase for a given conformation k, �ZPE,k the zero point energy136

(ZPE) correction, G∗
T ,k the thermal contribution to the Gibbs free energy for conformer k at temperature T137

and D the degeneracy of the ground electronic state in the standard state at 1 atm [26].138

The standard-state Gibbs free energy is calculated using a quantum chemistry estimate for the elec-139

tronic energy and, based on its potential energy surface, a statistical mechanics approximation to estimate140

its thermodynamic properties. While the accuracy of the electronic energy and the transfer free energy141

ΔGS is dependent on the chosen method and can introduce significant errors in the following we want to142

concentrate on the approximations made by the thermochemical correction to obtain the gas phase free143

energy: the rigid rotor harmonic oscillator approximation and the use of single or multiple minimum con-144

formation/s to generate a discret partition function.145
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Figure 2. The rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator approach constructs a partition function using the curvature of the
potential energy landscape at a minimum modelling all bonded terms as harmonic. The enol and keto form of amolecules (in the enol form: 1-(cyclohex-3-en-1-yl)ethen-1-ol) is shown and the main conformational degrees of freedomhighlighted. The middle panel shows how the use of a local and harmonic approximation to the partition function canapproximate the overall potential energy landscape, if all relevant minimum conformations are enumerated. The lowerpanel shows the probability density resulting from the harmonic approximations, with solid colored regions the differ-ence between the true and approximated probability density resulting from anharmonicity and/or bonded terms thatwould better be modeled using a hindered/free rotor.

Rigid rotor harmonic oscillator can approximate the local configurational integral146

A commonly used approach for the ZPE and thermal contributions is based on the ideal gas rigid rotor147

approximation (RRHO), assuming that the molecule is basically rigid and its internal motions comprise only148

vibrations of small amplitude where the potential energy surface can be approximated as harmonic around149

a local energy minimum. This assumption leads to an analytical approximation that describes the local150

configuration space around a single minimum based on the local curvature of the potential energy surface151

(Figure 2). The RRHO partition function QRRHO is assumed to be separable in the product of translational152

Qtrans, rotational Qrot, and vibrational Qvib terms. Using these approximations thermodynamic properties153

can be calculated using the molecule’s geometry, frequencies/normal modes, and electronic state [27].154

Errors are introduced because the harmonic oscillator approximation assumes that, for each normal155

mode, the potential energy associated with the molecule’s distortion from the equilibrium geometry has156

a harmonic form. Especially low-frequency torsional modes would be more appropriately treated as hin-157

dered internal rotations at higher temperatures. This can lead to a significant underestimate of the config-158

urational entropy, ignoring the contributions of multiple energy wells [28]. The correct treatment of such159

low-frequencymodes in the analytical rotational entropy part of the RRHO parition function can add consid-160

erable computational cost, since the numerical solution requires the calculation of the full torsion potential161

(periodicity and barrier heights). Given that errors in the partition function are multiplicative andmolecules162

may have several low-frequency torsional modes it is of interest to minimize their contribution to the final163

result [29].164
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Multiple local configurational integrals can be used to construct a discrete partition function165

The free energy and all other standard thermodynamic properties of a system in a given thermodynamic166

ensemble are accessible through its partition function Q integrated over all possible conformations x [27]167

Q = ∫ e−u(x) dx ≈
N
∑

k=1
qk (3)

where u(x) denotes the reduced potential energy at coordinate set x. Given N local energy minima, the168

partition function can be approximated as a sum of N local integrals qk [30]. The local partition function qk169

restricted to energy well k can be written as170

qk = ∫k
e−u(x) dx ≈ Q(k)RRHO (4)

with Q(k)RRHO as the RRHO partition function at the local minimum conformation kmin. The partition func-171

tion Q can be approximated as a sum of contributions from the system’s predominant low-energy confor-172

mations.173

The standard state free energy G◦ of a molecule can then be calculated from the molar thermodynamic174

functions (in detail described in e.g. [27]) for each of the minimum conformations separately and combined175

as follows176

G◦ = −RT ln

(

N
∑

k=1
e−G

◦
k∕RT

)

(5)
to obtain a weighted free energy k [26, 31]. The free energy obtained in equation 5 mitigates the short-177

comings of the RRHO approach to model torsion with periodicity of 1 since — as long as the different mini-178

mas of the torsion are generated as conformations— these are included in the sum over all conformations.179

Alchemical free energy calculations with machine learning potentials can compute true180

tautomer free energy differences, including all classical statistical mechanical effects181

Limitations of the ideal gas RRHO approximation to the free energy and ZPE correction, challenges in enu-182

meration of local minima, and the consistent treatment of internal/external rotational symmetry, as well183

as approximations in the continuum solvent model can lead to errors in the free energy that are difficult184

to detect and correct. The use of molecular dynamics simulations, explicit solvent molecules, and a rig-185

orous classical treatment of nuclear motion to sample independent conformations from an equilibrium186

distribution can overcome the above mentioned challenges. To describe solvation free energy differences187

of tautomers this would require computationally prohibitive QM/MM calculations in which the molecule of188

interest is treated quantum mechanically and the solute treated with molecular mechanics.189

One of the most exciting developments in recent years has been the introduction of fast, efficient, ac-190

curate and transferable machine learning potentials (QML) (e.g. ANI [32], PhysNet [33], and SchNet [34])191

to model organic molecules. QML potentials can be used to compute QM-based Hamiltonians and—given192

sufficient and appropriate training data—are able to reproduce electronic energies and forces without loss193

of accuracy but with orders of magnitude less computational cost than the QMmethods they aim to repro-194

duce. QML potentials have been successfully applied to molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC)195

simulations [35]. Here, we present the application of a machine learning potential for the calculation of196

alchemical free energy differences for tautomer pairs in the gas phase.197

We begin by investigating the accuracy of a current, state of the art approach to calculate tautomer ra-198

tios. We are using a popular DFT functional (B3LYP) and basis sets (aug-cc-pVTZ and 6-31G(d)) [36–40] for199

the calculation of the electronic energy and the continuum solvation model (SMD [41]) to model the trans-200

fer free energy. We are investigate its performance on a large set of diverse tautomer pairs spanning both201

different tautomer reactions, size and functional groups. We have selected a subset of 468 tautomer pairs202

from the publicly available Tautobase dataset [12] and performed quantum chemical geometry optimiza-203

tion, frequency calculation, single point energy, and thermochemistry calculations in gas and solvent phase204

using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/6-31G(d). This should significantly add to the canon of tautomer ratio205

studies.206
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Figure 3. Alchemical free energy calculations with quantum machine learning (QML) potentials like ANI can
rigorously compute free energy differences. Linearly interpolating between two potential energy functions using thealchemical parameter � enables the sampling of bridging distributions between the physical endstates representing thetwo tautomers. Here, non interacting dummy atoms—indicated by the empty circle at each endstate—are included tofacilitate this transformation. In this work, we present the application of this concept to calculate relative free energiesof tautomer pairs in vacuum.

Furthermore we are investigating the effect of a more rigorous statistical mechanics treatment of the207

gas phase free energies. To analyse this we calculate gase phase free energy differences ΔGcalc
vac using (1)208

alchemical free energy calculations and (2) multipleminimum conformations in combination with the RRHO209

approximation (as used in the quantum chemistry approach). To enable a direct comparison between the210

two approaches we are using a QML potential for both approaches.211

Since we are interested in solvation free energy differences we investigate the possibility to optimize the212

QML parmaters to include crucial solvent effects. The framework we have developed to perform alchemical213

free energy calculations for tautomer pairs enables us to obtain a relative free energy estimate that can be214

optimized with respect to the QML parameters. We are using a small training set of experimentally solvation215

free energy differences ΔGexp
solv and importance sampling to obtain reweighted ΔGcalc

vac with the optimized216

parameters.217

Here we report the first large scale investigation of tautomer ratios using quantum chemical calcula-218

tions andmachine learning potentials in combination with relative free energy calculations spanning a large219

chemical space and ΔGexp
solv values.220
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Standard quantum chemistry methods predict tautomer ratios with a RMSE of221

3.1 kcal/mol for a large set of tautomer pairs222

Predicting free energy differences between tautomer pairs in solution ΔGcalc
solv is a challenging task since223

its success depends on a highly accurate estimate of both the intrinsic free energy difference between224

tautomer pairs as well as of their different contributions to the transfer free energy.225

We calculated the tautomer free energy difference ΔGcalc
solv in solution for 468 tautomer pairs (460 if the226

basis set 6-31G was used) and compared the results with the experimentally obtained values in Fig 4. The227

full results for all methods are given in Figure S.I.1. Three quantum chemistry approaches were used to228

calculate these values:229

• B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/SMD: Generating multiple conformations, optimizing with230

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ in gas phase and solution phase (using the SMD continuum solvation model) and231

calculating ΔGcalc
solv as the sum of the gas phase free energy (evaluated on the in gas phase optimized232

conformation) and the difference between the single point energy in gas phase (gas phase confor-233

mations) and solvent (solvent phase conformation) calculated on the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of the-234

ory. The individual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the final ΔGcalc

solv .235

Conformations were filtered based on heavy atom and heteroatom hydrogens root means square236

displacement of atoms (RMSD) (described in detail in the Methods section). This approach will be237

abbreviated with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/SMD in the following. The RMSE between238

ΔGexp
solv and ΔGcalc

solv for the dataset is 3.4 [3.0;3.7] kcal/mol (the quantities [X;Y] denote a 95% confidence239

interval).240

• B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G/SMDGeneratingmultiple conformations, optimizingwithB3LYP/aug-241

cc-pVTZ in gas phase and solution phase (using the SMD continuum solvation model) and calculating242

ΔGcalc
solv as the sum of the gas phase free energy (evaluated on the gas phase conformation) and the243

difference between the total energy in gas phase (evaluated on the gas phase conformation) and sol-244

vent phase (evaluated on the solvent phase conformation) on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The245

individual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the final ΔGcalc

solv . Con-246

formations were filtered based on heavy atom and heteroatom hydrogens RMSD. The RMSE between247

ΔGexp
solv andΔGcalc

solv for the QMdataset is 3.1 [2.7;3.4] kcal/mol. This approach will be subsequently called248

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD249

• B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/SMD Generating multiple conformations, optimizing with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ in250

solution phase (using the SMD solvation model) and calculating ΔGcalc
solv directly as the difference be-251

tween the RRHO free energy calculated in solution (and on the solution phase geometry). The individ-252

ual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the final ΔGcalc

solv . Conformations253

were filtered based on heavy atom and heteroatom hydrogens RMSD. The RMSE between ΔGexp
solv and254

ΔGcalc
solv is 3.3 [3.0;3.7] kcal/mol. This approach will be subsequently called B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/SMD.255

The results for ΔGexp
solv calculated with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD are shown in Figure 4. The256

following discussion will concentrate on the results obtained with the best performing method (B3LYP/aug-257

cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD). The results for all other methods are shown in the Supplementary Material258

Section.259

The protocol used to obtain the results described above did not explicitly account for changes in sym-260

metry (only changes in the point group were accounted for). The results including changes in the symmetry261

of the molecular graph are shown in Figure S.I.2 — the results are overall worse.262

The best performing quantum chemistry method shows very good retrospective263

performance on the SAMPL2 tautomer set264

Some of the tautomer pairs deposited in the Tautobase dataset were also part of the SAMPL2 challenge,265

specifically 6 out of 8 tautomer pairs of the obscure dataset (1A_1B, 2A_2B, 3A_3B, 4A_4B, 5A_5B, 6A_6B)266

and 8 out of 12 tautomer pairs of the explanatory dataset (7A_7B, 10B_10C, 10D_10C, 12D_12C, 14D_14C,267

15A_15B, 15A_15C, 15B_15C) [21]. Comparing these molecules with the results of the SAMPL2 challenge—268

specifically with the results of the 4 participants with the best overall performance ([25], [42], [24], and269
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Figure 4. State of the art quantum chemistry calculations are able to calculate solvation free energy differences
ΔGcalcsolv with a RMSE of 3.1 kcal/mol. The direction of the tautomer reaction is chosen so that the experimental solva-tion free energy difference ΔGexpsolv is always positive. Panel A shows ΔGcalcsolv as the sum of the gas phase free energy andtransfer free energy plotted against the experimental solvation free energy difference ΔGexpsolv. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ is usedfor the gas phase geometry optimization and single point energy calculation and the ideal gas RRHO approximation forthe thermal corrections. The transfer free energy is calculated on B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries (for solva-tion phase with SMD as the continuum solvation model) using B3LYP/6-31G(d) and SMD. Values in quadrant II indicatecalculations that assign the wrong dominant tautomer species (different sign of ΔGcalcsolv and ΔGexpsolv). Red dots indicatetautomer pairs with more than 10 kcal/mol absolute error between ΔGcalcsolv and ΔGexpsolv. These are separately shown inTable S.I.1. In Panel B, the top panel shows the kernel density estimate (KDE) and histogram of ΔGcalcsolv and ΔGexpsolv. Thered line indicates zero free energy difference (equipopulated free energies). In the lower panel the KDE of the differencebetween ΔGexpsolv and ΔGcalcsolv is shown. MAE and RMSE are reported in units of kcal/mol. Quantities in brackets [X;Y] denote95% confidence intervals. The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) was calculated using KL(ΔGexpsolv||ΔG(�)

calc
solv).
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name ΔGexp
solv ΔGcalc

solv ΔGcalc
solv ΔGcalc

solv ΔGcalc
solv ΔGcalc

solv[kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol]
this work [25]1 [24]2 [23]3 [42]4

1A_1B (982) -4.8 -4.7 -4.0 -3.0 -7.7 -4.6
2A_2B -6.1 -6.8 -5.7 -5.7 -9.7 -6.3
3A_3B (999) -7.2 -8.4 -7.7 -6.7 -11.2 -7.7
4A_4B -4.8 -0.4 0.5 0.8 -4.6 0.6
5A_5B (1614) -4.8 -4.7 -3.9 -4.4 -6.2 -5.6
6A_6B (1005) -9.3 -11.4 -7.6 -9.7 -11.2 -10.0
RMSE 1.3 [0.7,1.7] 1.4 [0.6,2.1] 1.5 [0.4,2.3] 2.8 [2.0,3.5] 1.3 [0.3,2.1]
7A_7B,(141) 6.6 4.9 5.3 6.5 5.1 5.5
10B_10C (1058) -2.9 -5.3 1.7 0.0 -2.8 2.2
10D_10C (1059) -1.2 -1.7 3.8 2.6 -0.6 5.0
12D_12C (1514) -1.8 -2.1 3.3 3.1 -0.8 3.0
14D_14C (1072) 0.3 -1.6 1.9 0.8 0.2 4.0
15A_15B (504) 0.9 6.1 -3.0 3.6 0.0 0.9
15A_15C (505) -1.2 0.7 -0.8 2.3 -1.9 1.4
15B_15C (506) -2.2 -5.0 1.8 -1.2 -1.9 0.5
RMSE 2.5 [1.5,3.6] 3.6 [2.5,4.5] 2.9 [1.8,3.8] 0.8 [0.5,1.1] 3.8 [2.5,4.9]
Total RMSE 2.2 [1.4,2.9] 2.9 [2.0,3.6] 2.4 [1.6,3.1] 1.9 [1.2,2.6] 3.0 [1.9,4.0]

Table 1. Comparison between the results of this work and the SAMPL2 challenge. All values are given in kcal/mol.The calculations for Klamt and Diedenhofen [25] were performed with MP2+vib-CT-BP-TZVP, for Ribeiro et al. [24] withM06-2X/MG3S/M06-2X/6-31G(d)/SM8AD, Kast et al. [23] with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/EC-RISM/PSE-3, and Soteras et al. [42]withMP2/CBS+[CCSD-MP2/6-31+G(d)](d)/IEF-MST/HF/6-31G). On this subset the presented approachwas the secondbestmethod based on the total RMSE. Bracketed quantities [X,y] denote 95% confidence intervals.

[23])—helps assess the quality of the chosen approach. Since all four mentioned participants employed270

different methods, we will briefly describe the best performing methods of these publications for which271

results are shown in Table 1. The references to the methods used below are not cited explicitly, these can272

be found in the publications cited at the beginning of the following paragraphs.273

Klamt and Diedenhofen [25] used BP86/TZVP DFT geometry optimization in vacuum and the COSMO274

solvation model. Free energy in solvation was calculated from COSMO-BP86/TZVP solvation energies and275

MP2/QZVPP gas-phase energies. Thermaal corrections (including ZPE) were obtained using BP86/TZVP ZPE.276

Ribeiro et al. [24] calculated the free energy in solution as the sum of the gas-phase free energy and277

the transfer free energy. The gas phase free energy was calculated using M06-2X/MG3S level of theory and278

the molecular geometries optimized with the same method. The corresponding transfer free energiy were279

computed at the M06-2X/6-31G(d) level of theory with the M06-2X/MG3S gas-phase geometries using the280

SM8, SM8AD, and SMD continuum solvation models (Table 1 shows only the results with SM8AD, which281

performed best).282

Kast et al. [23] optimized geometries in gas and solution phase (using the polarizable continuum sol-283

vation model PCM) using B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculations and evaluating energies by EC-RISM-MP2/aug-284

cc-pVDZ on the optimized geometries in the corresponding phase. The Lennard-Jones parameters of the285

general Amber force field (GAFF) were used.286

Soteras et al. [42] used the IEF-MST solvation model parameterized for HF/6-31G(G) to obtain transfer287

free energy values. Gas phase free energy differences were obtained by MP2 basis set extrapolation using288

the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set at MP2/6-31+G(d) optimized geometries. Correlation effects were computed from289

the CCSD-MP2/6-31+G(d) energy difference [43].290

The approach used in this work (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD) performs well compared to291

the four approaches described above. For the total set of investigated tautomer pairs our approach has a292

RMSE of 2.2 [1.4,2.9] kcal/mol, making it the second best performing approach only outperformed by Kast293
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et al. [23].294

Interestingly to note is the difference in RMSE between the explanatory and blind dataset. Approaches295

that perform well on the blind data set are performing worse on the explanatory set and vice versa. This is296

to a lesser extent also true for our chosen approach—B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD performs297

worse for the explanatory tautomer set (RMSE of 2.5 [1.5,3.6] kcal/mol) than on the blind tautomer set298

(RMSE of 1.3 [0.7,1.7]), but in comparison with the other four approaches, it is consistently the second best299

approach.300

Interesting to note are the three tautomer reactions 15A_15B, 15A_15C and 15B_15C from the explana-301

tory data set. The absolute error for B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD are 5.24, 1.9, 2.8 kcal/mol. It302

appears that the used approach has difficulty to model 15B correctly, showing larger than average absolute303

errors whenever 15B is part of the tautomer reaction. Most likely the hydroxyl group in 15B is critically304

positioned and sensitive to partial solvent shielding by the phenyl ring, something that has been observed305

before [23].306

The discrepancy between the different approaches (ours included) for the tautomer set show that it307

seems highly difficult to propose a single method for different tautomer pairs that performs consistently308

with a RMSE below 2.0 kcal/mol. This issue ismade substantially worse by themany different waysmethods309

can be used/combined and errors can be propagated/compensated during ΔGcalc
solv calculations. While we310

believe that a RMSE of 3.1 kcal/mol is a good value for the chosen approach, especially when compared to311

the results of the SAMPL2 challenge, it is by far not a satisfying result. The accuracy, compared to the cost312

of the approach, is not justifiable and there is still a dire need for more accurate and cheaper methods to313

obtain ΔGcalc
solv .314

The molecules with the highest absolute error between the calculated and experimental315

tautomer free energies in solution have common substructures316

5 out of the 6molecules with highest absolute error fromΔGexp
solv (above 10 kcal/mol) have common scaffolds317

(values and molecules shown in the Supplementary Material). molDWRow_1668, 1669, 1670 are all based318

on 5-iminopyrrolidin-2-onewith either nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur on position 4 of the ring. molDWRow_1559319

and molDWRow_853 both have methoxyethylpiperidine as a common substructure.320

For the three analogues based on 5-iminopyrrolidin-2-one we want to note that these are estimated321

results based on a three-way tautomeric reaction [44]. While this might point to the unreliability of ΔGexp
solv,322

we can not draw any definitive conclusions here without repeating the underlying experiment.323

Including multiple minimum conformations seems to have little effect on the324

accuracy of tautomer free energies325

The three approaches described above (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD, B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/aug-326

cc-pVTZ/SMD and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/SMD) consider multiple conformations to obtain the solvation free327

energy difference ΔGcalc
solv . Obtaining the global minimum conformation is an important and well established328

task in quantum chemistry calculations. Figure 4 shows the free energy difference between the highest and329

lowest energy minimum conformation for the molecules from the dataset generated with B3LYP/aug-cc-330

pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD. While the majority of the molecules have only a single minimum conformation,331

for molecules with multiple minima the difference in the vacuum free energy emphasises the need and332

justifies the cost for a global minimum conformation search.333

While the scientific community agrees on the importance of the global minimum for property calcula-334

tions, the importance of considering multiple conformations for tautomer reaction free energy calculations335

has not been well established (e.g. [45]). The additional cost of frequency calculations (especially if analyt-336

ical Hessian is not available) on conformations other than the lowest energy one adds substantially to the337

overall cost of these calculations. If a single, minimum energy conformation is sufficient to obtain a good338

estimate for the vacuum free energy a lot of computational time could be saved.339

Figure 6 shows the results for solvation free energy differences using the Boltzmann average over multi-340

ple minimum conformations plotted against the single global minimum conformation. The results indicate341
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Figure 5. Computed tautomer free energies are highly sensitive to the selectedminimum conformation. For eachmolecule, the number of minima Nconf is plotted against the difference between the corresponding highest and lowestobtained free energy value. Themajority ofmolecules have only a singleminimum;molecules withmultipleminima showsubstantial free energy differences between the minimum conformations highlighting the need for a global minimumsearch.

Figure 6. A single, global minimum conformation can be used to calculate tautomer free energies without loss
of accuracy. A shows ΔGcalcsolv obtained with multiple minima (m.m.) and Boltzmann weighting against the global, singleminimum (s.m.) ΔGcalcsolv . and B the KDE and histogram of the difference between s.m. ΔGcalcsolv and m.m. ΔGcalcsolv . The com-parison indicates that there is little benefit usingmultiple minimum structures over a single, global minimum consideringthe high costs of the former.
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Figure 7. Despite not being trained on tautomer pairs, the quantummachine learning potential ANI1x can com-
pute single point energy differences between tautomer pairs with high accuracy and similar RMSE as was previ-
ously reported for the training set in Smith et al. [32]. The difference between ANI1x and wB97x/6-31G(d) (the quan-tum chemical method ANI1x was trained on) for single point energy calculations and single point energy differences oftautomer pairs are shown. 21 molecules for which the energy minimization failed were excluded from the analysis.

that using multiple minimum energies does not significantly change the final result compared to using a342

single, global minimum structure. Only 12 tautomer pairs show an absolute error larger than 1 kcal/mol in343

ΔGcalc
solv between the two approaches. Much more relevant than including multiple conformations is locating344

the global minimum conformation (as clearly shown by Figure 5).345

The quantummachine learning (QML) potential ANI1x can reproduce single-point346

energy differences between tautomers with high accuracy347

The ANI family of machine learning potentials [32] were trained on a large dataset that spans conforma-348

tional and configurational space and has shown astonishing accuracy and transferability in the prediction349

of molecular total energies. But ANI was not trained on tautomer species of molecules making an investi-350

gation in potential modelling errors of the neural net potential necessary.351

To approach this question we calculated molecular total energies E with ANI1x and ! B97X/6-31G(d) on352

molecular conformations optimized with ! B97X/6-31G(d). The difference between the total energies for a353

single tautomer (i.e. (E!B97x
conf −EANIx

conf ) and for tautomer pairs (i.e. (E!B97x
conf−t2 −E

!B97x
conf−t1) − (E

ANIx
conf−t2 −E

ANIx
conf−t1)) . The354

results are shown in Figure 7. Tautomer pairs were excluded if one of them failed to converge to aminimum355

conformation during the optimization (and produced negative frequencies) resulting in the removal of 21356

tautomer pairs.357

Single point energy calculations were performed using ANI1x with a RMSE of 1.5 [1.3,1.6] kcal/mol and358

a MAE of 1.0 [0.9,1.1] kcal/mol. 11.6 % (81/696) of single point energy calculations had a difference greater359

than 2 kcal/mol to the reference QM level of theory.360

The difference between two single point energy calculations with ANI1x and its referenceQM level of the-361

ory for the tautomer pairs had a slightly higher RMSEof 1.8 [1.6,2.1] kcal/mol and aMAEof 1.3 [1.2,1.5] kcal/mol.362

22.1% (77/348) of tautomer pairs had a difference greater than 2 kcal/mol to the reference QM level of363

theory. There seems to be a small quantity of error compensation—a MAE of 1.3 [1.2,1.5] kcal/mol is in364

accordance with the expected error propagation for uncorrelated measurements.365
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Alchemical free energy calculations with quantummachine learning potentials366

can rigorously capture classical statistical mechanical effects in tautomerization367

free energies368

Alchemical free energy calculations were performed for 354 tautomer pairs using 11 alchemical intermedi-369

ate � states in vacuum.370

In the following, we will compare the tautomer free energies obtained using alchemical relative free en-371

ergy calculations with the multiple minima, RRHO approximation using the same potential energy function372

(ANI1ccx) to assess potential errors in the thermochemistry corrections. Wewill also show how a small num-373

ber of experimental solvation free energy differences between tautomer pairs can be used to incorporate374

crucial solvent effects and recover solvation free energies by importance weighting and QML parameter375

optimization from alchemical vacuum free energy calculations.376

RRHO ANI1ccx calculations show significant deviations from the alchemical free energy377

calculations378

In the limit of infinite sampling alchemical free energy calculations approach the exact free energy difference.379

Alchemical free energy calculations can be used to quantify the error that a discrete partition function in the380

form of multiple minimum conformations and harmonic treatment of all bonded terms (including torsions381

and internal rotators) introduce—if the same electronic energy function is used for both calculations.382

Since the simulation time of the individual lambda states for the relative free energy calculations were383

relatively short (200 ps) we ran multiple (5) experiments with randomly seeded starting conformations and384

velocities to detect systems for which the simulation time was clearly insufficient. In the following we will385

only use systems that had a standard deviation of less than 0.3 kcal/mol for the 5 independent relative free386

energy calculations. Applying this filter resulted in the removal of 65 tautomer pairs whose alchemical free387

energy calculations had not converged.388

Results shown in Figure 8 indicate the average error that every relative free energy calculation based on389

the RRHO approximation introduces, regardless of the accuracy of the actual potential to model electronic390

energies. The mean absolute error of 0.9 kcal/mol should not be underestimated. Results shown in Table391

1 would be significantly improved if an error of 0.9 kcal/mol could be compensated by running a protocol392

that samples the relevant conformational degrees of freedome to obtain an excact partition function.393

For 12 (out of 289) tautomer pairs the multiple minima RRHO approximation introduces errors of more394

than 3 kcal/mol (molecules are shown in Figure 9). Mostmolecules shownhave high conformational degrees395

of freedom and it seems unlikely that a naive conformational enumeration (like we used with a conformer396

generator) will detect all of them – this might contributed to the observed error. That is certainly true for397

molDWRow_113, 116, 565, 554, 403, 1674.398

QML potentials can be optimized to reproduce experimental solvation free399

energy differences400

The aim of this section is to show that we can use optimized QML parameters to include solvent effects and401

perform importance weighting from vacuum simulations. The term alchemical free energy differences in402

vacuum ΔGcalc
vac is still used here, even though we aim to model free energy differences in solution ΔGcalc

solv .403

Since the relative free energy calculations were performed in vacuum, a comparison with the experi-404

mental solvation free energy differences ΔGexp
solv showed a high RMSE of 6.4 [5.9,6.8] kcal/mol, as expected405

from the well-known impact of solvation effects on tautomer ratios [46].406

Defining a loss function L as the means squared error (MSE) between the calculated ΔGcalc
vac (�) and ex-407

perimental ΔGexp
solv free energy differences it is possible to minimize the loss with respect to the neural net408

parameters � defining the ANI potential.409

Using importance weighting, a new relative free energy estimate can be calculated with the optimized410

QML parameters (�∗) using the modified potential energy function without resampling the equilibrium dis-411

tributions. Hereby, the accuracy of this estimate depends on the variability of the importance weights —412
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Figure 8. Independent of the level of theory, thermochemistry corrections introduce an average absolute error
of 0.9 kcal/mol. ANI1ccx is used for the calculation of free energy differences ΔGcalcvac in vacuum using alchemical freeenergy (AFE) calculations and single point energy calculations onmultipleminimum conformations and thermochemistrycorrections based on the RRHO approximation (RRHO). A shows a comparison and B the KDE and historgram of thedifference between the two approaches.

Figure 9. Molecules for which the RRHO approximation introduces an error of more than 3 kcal/mol are shown.Absolute error is shown in red (value in kcal/mol) The hydrogen that changes position is highlighted in red.
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Figure 10. Optimizing QML parameters on experimentally obtained solvation free energy differences ΔGexpsolv en-
ables ANI1ccx to include crucial solvation effects and good estimates for solvation free energy differences can be
obtained by importance weighting from vacuum simulations using the improved QML parameters. A shows thetraining (green) and validation (purple) set performance (RMSE) as a function of epochs. Validation set performance wasplotted with a bootstrapped 95% confidence interval. The best performing parameter set (evaluated on the validationset – indicated as the intersection between the two red dotted lines) was selected to compute the RMSE on the test set.Figure B shows the distribution of ΔGexpsolv - ΔGcalcvac for the tautomer test set (71 tautomer pairs) with the native ANI1ccx (�)and the optimization parameter set (�∗). The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) was calculated using KL(ΔGexpsolv||ΔG(�)

calc
vac )for the native ANI1ccx and KL(ΔGexpsolv||ΔG(�

∗)calcvac ) for the optimized parameter set.

the equilibrium distribution defined by the optimized QML parameters need to be fairly similar to work well413

(e.g. [47]). The used protocol is described in more details in the Methods section.414

Figure 10 shows the obtained free energy estimates with the optimized QML parameters. The best per-415

forming QML parameters on the validation tautomer set were obtained after just two epochs of optimiza-416

tion (each including a single parameter optimization step per tautomer pair). Using validation-based early417

stopping the optimized QML parameters were used to calculate free energy differences in vacuum ΔGcalc
vac418

on an independent test set (71 tautomer pairs) show in Figure 10 B. The RMSE on the test set after optimiza-419

tion was decreased from 6.6 [5.4,7.8] kcal/mol to 3.1 [2.2,.8] kcal/mol, comparable to the performance of420

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD.421

Figure 10 B shows the distribution of ΔGexp
solv - ΔGcalc

vac . The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) was calculated422

usingKL(ΔGexp
solv||ΔG(�)

calc
vac ) for the native ANI1ccx andKL(ΔGexp

solv||ΔG(�
∗)calcvac ) for the optimized parameter set.423

The KL value for KL(ΔGexp
solv||ΔG(�

∗)calcvac ) shows that overall the optimized parameter set is able to reproduce424

the distribution of the experimental values closely.425

These results highlight the incredible potential of differentiable energies w.r.t input parameters, making426

the optimization of the parameters easily accessible.427

Discussion & Conclusion428

In this work we use a state of the art density functional theory protocol and continuum solvation model429

to calculate tautomer ratios for 460 tautomer pairs using three different approaches to model the solvent430

contributions. The best performing method uses B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and the rigid rotor harmonic oscilla-431

tor approximation for the gas phase free energies (calculated on B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries).432

The transfer free energy was calculated using B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD on geometries optimized in their respec-433

tive phase (with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ). This approach performs with a RMSE of 3.1 kcal/mol.434

One possible source of error — independent of the method used to calculate the electronic energy and435

model the continuumelectrostatics—are the thermochemical corrections used to obtain the standard state436
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free energy. Typically, a analytical expression for the partition function is used that is based on the rigid rotor437

harmonic oscillator approximation. To obtain rigorous free energy estimates we implemented a relative438

alchemical free energy workflow using the ANI family of neural net (QML) potentials [32]. The method was439

implemented as a python package and is available here: https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio.440

Using the same potential for the calculations based on the RRHO and performing alchemical relative free441

energy calculations we show that the RRHO approximation introduces a RMSE of circa 1 kcal/mol on the in-442

vestigated tautomer data set. These errors can be attributed to anharmonicity in bonded terms, difficulties443

to enumerate all relevant minimum conformations, inconsistencies in combining shallow local energy wells444

as well as the inconsistent treatment of internal and external symmetry numbers.445

The calculated relative free energies obtained using the methods implemented in the “‘Neutromeratio“‘446

package can be optimized with respect to the parameters of the QML potenial. Using a small set of ex-447

perimental solvation free energy differences we were able to show that we can significantly improve the448

accuracy of the calculated free energies on an independent test set.449

What should be noted here: the experimental values are solvation free energy differences, while we450

calculate relative free energy differences in vacuum. The optimization routine on the experimental solvation451

free energy differences adds crucial solvent effects to the accurate description of the vacuum potential452

energy. The ANI family of QML and comparable QML potentials have opened the possibility to investigate453

tautomer ratios using relative free energy calculations without prohibitive expensive MM/QM schemes.454

Obtaining accurate free energy differences between tautomer pairs in solvent remains an elusive task.455

The sublet changes and typically small difference in internal energies between tautomer pairs require an456

accurate description of electronic structures. Furthermore, solvent effects have a substantial effect on tau-457

tomer ratios; consequently, a proper descriptor of solvation is essential. The change in double bond pattern458

typically also induce a change in the conformational degrees of freedom and, related, in the conformation459

and rotational entropy. But — despite all of these challenges — we remain optimistic that further devel-460

opments in fast and accurate neural net potentials will enable improved and more robust protocols to use461

relative free energy calculations to address these issues.462
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Detailed methods490

Experimental data491

The full dataset considered for this study was obtained from the DataWarrior File deposited in https://github.492

com/WahlOya/Tautobase (commit of Jul 23, 2019), described in detail in [12]. The dataset was sourced from493

the tautomer codex authored by P.W. Kenny and P.J. Taylor [44].494

From the dataset a subset of tautomer pairs were considered that495

1. were measured/calculated/estimated in aqueous solution496

2. had a logK value between +/-10497

3. had a numeric logK value498

4. had no charged species499

5. did not contain iodine500

6. only a single hydrogen changed its position501

476 of the 1680 deposited tautomer pairs had these properties. We added two tautomer pairs from502

the SAMPL2 challenge (Tautomer pair 2A_2B and 4A_4B) [21]. 478 unique tautomer pairs were considered503

for further analysis. Unique tautomer pairs means that the combination of the two tautomers has to be504

unique, not the individual molecule. In the following we will use an identifier containing the row number505

entry from the original DataWarrier file to identify molecules in the dataset, e.g. molDWRow_200 describing506

the tautomer pair at row number 200 in the original DataWarrior file.507

The logK value was converted to free energy differences with ΔGexp
solv = −RT lnK . The free energy differ-508

ence of the tautomer pairs obtained from the Tautobase are subsequently referenced as ΔGexp
solv in contrast509

to the calculated values which are called ΔGcalc . While we call all values deposited in the Tautobase Gexp
solv we510

want to point out that some of these values are estimated or calculated.511

A closer inspection of some of the outliers identified incorrectly drawn structures in the database (Row512

entry: 1260,1261,1262,1263,1264,514,515,516,517,1587) – these 10 tautomer pairs were subsequently re-513

moved from all further analysis. Removing these 10 tautomer pairs resulted in 468 tautomer pairs. Addi-514

tionally, 8 tautomer pairs (Row entry: 989, 581, 582, 617, 618, 83, 952, 988) were removed from calculations515

performed with the basis set 6-31G(d) dataset containing bromide since there are no parameters available.516

For calculations that involved ANI we had to remove tautomer pairs from the dataset that contained517

elements not included in the ANI training set (only C,N,H,O) resulting in 369 tautomer pairs. Furthermore,518

all molecules with a stereobond that changed its position in both tautomers were removed (this affected 15519

tautomer pairs: molDWRow_1637, molDWRow_510, molDWRow_513, molDWRow_515, molDWRow_517,520

molDWRow_518, molDWRow_787, molDWRow_788, molDWRow_789, molDWRow_810, molDWRow_811,521

molDWRow_812, molDWRow_865, molDWRow_866, molDWRow_867).522

The subset of the Tautobase used for the QM calculations can be obtained here as list of SMILES (468523

tautomer pairs): https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio/blob/dev-mw/data/b3lyp_tautobase_subset.txt.524

The subset of the Tautobase used for the QML calculations can be found here as list of SMILES (354 tau-525

tomer pairs): https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio/blob/dev-mw/data/ani_tautobase_subset.txt. The526

distribution of the experimental solvation free energy differences for both datasets are shown in 11.527

Generating molecular conformations528

The input tautomer pairs were specified as SMILES strings. 3D conformations were generated with the529

chemoinformatics toolkit RDKit (version 2019.09.2) which uses the distance geometry approach to gener-530

ate conformations while enforcing chirality/stereochemistry [48, 49] For each molecule 20 conformations531

were initially generated. The number of conformations was reduced to 10 if the average root mean square532

deviation (RMSD) of atoms of the 20 conformations was below 0.5 Angstrom, and further reduced to 5533

conformations if below 0.2 Angstrom.534

RMSD calculations and filtering of conformations535

For each molecule, pairwise RMSD between conformations were calculated using RDKit. Starting with a536

random conformation, if the RMSD to any other conformation of the molecule was below 0.1 the con-537
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Appendix 0 Figure 11. The tautomer dataset shows a wide variety of solvation free energy differences ΔGexpsolv. A showsthe ANI-Tautobase subset that was used for the QML calculations and B shows the QM-Tautobase subset used forthe QM calculations. The full dataset considered for this study was obtained from the DataWorrier File deposited athttps://github.com/WahlOya/Tautobase (commit of Jul 23, 2019), described in detail in [12]. The selection criteria forboth datasets are described in detail in Detailed methods section.

formation is discarded, otherwise added to the list of unique conformations. The RMSD was calculated538

between heavy atoms and the hydrogen of selected chemical moieties including primary alcohols, imines,539

primary/secondary amines, cyanamides and thiols.540

Quantummechanical calculations541

Orca and continuum solvation models for tautomer reaction free energy calculations in solution542

Quantum mechanical calculations were performed using the quantum chemical software orca 4.0.1.2 [50].543

Geometric optimization was performed with the standard options of orca, redundant internal coordi-544

nates and the BFGS optimizer using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ [36–38] in vacuum and with a continuum solvation545

model. The universal solvation model based on solute electron density (SMD) was used as continuum sol-546

vation model [41].547

Frequency calculations were performed with the numerical Hessian computed using the central differ-548

ences approach. If a conformation had negative frequencies (imaginary modes) after the geometry opti-549

mization it was excluded from further analysis. Single point calculations were performed on the optimized550

geometries using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ andB3LYP/6-31G(d) [39, 40] in vacuumand in the continuumsolvation551

model. A damping dispersion correction was applied (orca keyword D3BJ) [51].552

Thermal corrections were computed at standard state (298.15 K and 1 atm pressure) using the ideal gas553

molecular partition function and the rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approximation. Since there is554

a volume change in the standard state from the gas phase (1 atm) to the solvent phase we indicate each555

phase either with ‘*‘ (gas phase standard state) or with ‘◦‘ (solution standard state). Low-lying vibrational fre-556

quencies (below 15 cm-1) were treated by a free-rotor approximation [52] – this method is also sometimes557

called rigid-rotor quasi harmonic oscillator.558

The rotational symmetry number was obtained from the point group of the tautomer using the point559

group module of Jmol and visual inspection [53].560

The Gibbs free energy G∗
gas,k was then obtained by adding thermal corrections G∗

T ,k (and �ZPE,K ) to the561

electronic energy Ek for a given coordinate set (k).562

G∗
gas,k = Ek + �ZPE,k + G

∗
T ,k − RT lnD (6)

The degeneracy D was estimated by calculating the graph automorphism of the molecule. The imple-563

mentation of the VF2 algorithm for graph isomorphismof networkx ( https://networkx.github.io/documentation/564

stable/citing.html) was used. Nodeswere defined tomatch if element and hybridizationmatched, edgeswere565

identical if bond order matched.566
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SMD is used to model the molecules in aqueous environment. The standard-state free energy of solva-567

tion is then defined as568

ΔG◦
S = ΔG

∗→◦ + ΔGENP + GCDS (7)
with ΔG∗→◦ as standard-state adjustments (specifically, the correction of changing the volume from the569

gas phase to the solute phase with a constant value of 1.89 kcal/mol), ΔGENP describes the electronic (E),570

nuclear (N) and polarization (P) components of the free energy and ΔCDS free energy changes associated571

with solvent cavitation (C), changes in dispersion (D) and changes in local solvent structure (S) [41]. The572

reaction free energy was computed as the difference in the free energies of both tautomer species.573

Another possibleway to calculate a reaction free energy in solution is to carry out the electronic structure574

calculation in the continuum solvation reaction field and using the ideal gas molecular partition function575

in combination with the RRHO approximation to obtain solution phase free energies. The free energy in576

solution is calculated using577

G◦
aq,k =

⟨

 sol
|Hg + V

2
| sol

⟩

+ GNES + GT ,K (8)
where  sol is the polarized wave function in solution,Hg the gas phase Hamiltonian, and V the potential578

energy operator associated with the reaction field. The bracket term describes the electronic energy, while579

GNES is associated with non-electrostatic contributions (dispersion-repulsion and solvent structural terms)580

to the solvation energy and GT ,K are the thermal correction calculated directly in the continuum solvation581

model [54].582

We calculated the solvation free energy difference ΔGcalc
solv in solution for 468 tautomer pairs using three583

approaches. Generating multiple conformations, optimizing with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ in gas phase and solu-584

tion phase (using the SMD solvation model) and calculating ΔGcalc
solv as the sum of the gas phase free energy585

(evaluated on the gas phase conformation) and the difference between the single point energy in gas phase586

(gas phase conformations) and solvent (solvent phase conformation) calculated on the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ587

level of theory. The individual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the final588

ΔGcalc
solv .589

Generatingmultiple conformations, optimizing with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ in gas phase and solution phase590

(using the SMD solvation model) and calculating ΔGcalc
solv as the sum of the gas phase free energy (evaluated591

on the gas phase conformation) and the difference between the total energy in gas phase (evaluated on the592

gas phase conformation) and solvent phase (evaluated on the solvent phase conformation) on the B3LYP/6-593

31G level of theory. The individual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the594

final ΔGcalc
solv .595

Generating multiple conformations, optimizing with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ in solution phase (using the596

SMD solvation model) and calculating ΔGcalc
solv directly as the difference between the IG-RRHO free energy597

calculated in solution (and on the solution phase geometry). The individual ΔGcalc
solv,k for conformation k are598

then Boltzmann averaged to obtain the final ΔGcalc
solv .599

Single point energy calculations with psi4600

The electronic structure calculation was performed using the !B97X density functional and the 6-31G(d) ba-601

sis set with the quantum chemical program psi4 [55]. Geometric optimization was performed using redun-602

dant internal coordinates and BFGS Hessian updates. Using the optimized geometry electronic structure603

calculations were performed with machine learning potential ANI1x [32] as implemented in torchANI.604

ASE thermochemistry corrections605

For each molecule 100 conformations were generated. ANI1ccx was used to calculate the electronic energy.606

The conformations were minimized using the BFGS optimizer as implemented in scipy. Frequency and607

thermochemistry calculations were performed using the optimized geometry. Thermal corrections were608

calculated for 298 K and 1 atm using the IG-RRHO approximation as implemented in the atomic simulation609

environment (ase) [56]. ΔGvac was then calculated as the difference between G◦
gas of the tautomer pair.610
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Relative alchemical free energy calculations611

Relative alchemical free energies were calculated using a single, hybrid topology approach for gas phase612

and solvation phase. The topology of each tautomer pair only differed in the position of a single hydrogen613

(bonds and bonded types were not specified). The hybrid topology (the superset of the two topologies)614

differed therefore by one hydrogen from each of the physical endstates.615

As default, the coordinates of the hybrid topology were generated by using the coordinates of tautomer616

1 (as defined in the initial tautomer database). If a tautomer isomerismn created or removed a cis/trans617

stereobond, the initial coordinates were taken from the topology with the stereobond present (therefore618

sometimes changing the direction of the tautomer reaction).619

The coordinates of the added, non-interacting hydrogenwere obtainedby randomly sampling 100hydro-620

gen positions around its new bonded heavy atom and subsequently using the lowest energy position. The621

physical endstates (representing the two tautomer states, each with an additional non-interacting (dummy)622

hydrogen) were connected via 11 intermediate (lambda) states.623

Energy and forces were calculated using ANI1ccx and ANI1x as implemented in torchani https://github.624

com/aiqm/torchani). The energy as well as the resulting force was linearly scaled along the alchemical path625

as a function of lambda with626

E = (1 − �)E1 + �E2 (9)
Before each simulation, initial coordinates were minimized using BFGS optimizer as implemented in627

scipy. Coordinates were sampled using Langevin dynamics at 300 K with a collision rate of 10 ps−1 and a628

0.5 fs time step using the BAOAB integrator [57]. Initial velocities were obtained from aMaxwell-Boltzmann629

distribution at the simulation temperature.630

200 ps simuation time was used to obtain smaples from each lambda state Simulation The gas phase631

simulations were repeated 5 times with randomly seeded initial velocities (and coordinates).632

All bonds were restrained throughout the simulation at each lambda states using a flat bottom potential633

well with harmonic walls. The restraint was defined as634

E = H(Δ(ri,j , r0i,j) − rfb) ∗
ki,j
2
(Δ(ri,j , r0i,j) − rfb)

2 (10)
with H as the Heaviside step function, Δ(ri,j , r0i,j ) as the difference between the reference bond length r0i,j635

and the current bond length ri,j and rfb as half of the well radius. For all heavy atom pairs r0i,j was set to 1.3636

Angstrom and rfb to 0.3 Angstrom. For C-H/O-H/N-H bond pairs r0i,j was set to 1.09/0.96/1.01 Angstrom and637

rfb to 0.4 Angstrom.638

Alchemical free energy differences in vacuum ΔGcalc
vac were calculated using MBAR as implemented in the639

pymbar package [58]. To remove correlated snapshots from the MBAR analysis the time series functions640

of pymbar were used to detect the equilibrated region of the trajectory. 300 uncorrelated snapshots were641

considered for the MBAR analysis for each lambda state.642

Neural net parameter optimization based on experimental free energy differences643

The tautomer data set was split into a test set (71 tautomer pairs), validation set (57 tautomer pairs) and644

training set (226 tautomer pairs). Gradient updates were performed on the training set, the best model was645

validated based on the RMSE on the validation set and used to evaluate the model performance on the test646

set.647

Neural net parameters were optimized using a routine modified from the TorchANI tutorial1. To limit648

the capacity to overfit, only the weights and biases of the final layer of each of the 8 pretrained ANI-1ccx649

models were optimized for each of the atom nets (one net per element). As in the TorchANI tutorial, the650

weight matrices were updated using the Adam optimizer with decoupled weight decay, and the bias vectors651

were updated using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). The weight decay rate was set to 10−6.652

1https://aiqm.github.io/torchani/examples/nnp_training.html
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The model was trained by minimizing the MSE loss between calculated and experimental free energies.653

The per molecule pair (m) loss function l is defined as654

l(m; �) =
(

ΔGexp
solv,m − ΔG(�)

calc
vac,m

)2 (11)
with ΔGexp

solv,m as the experimental and ΔG(�)calcvac,m as the calculated reaction free energy value for molecule m655

at parameters �. ΔGcalc
solv,m is a function of the individual energies per lambda state, which are a function of656

the input parameters � and the coordinate set. The overall loss is then657

L(�) =
∑

m
l(m; �) (12)

.658

The perturbed free energyΔG(�)calcvac,m required for computing l(m; �) is calculated by importance sampling,659

or “reweighting” the original MBAR estimate from the original pre-trained parameters �∗ to the current660

parameters �. To compute this estimate efficiently at arbitrary �, we first collect configuration samples at661

a reference value �∗ (corresponding to the original parameters of the pretrained ANI-1ccx model) for each662

intermediate value �. For each configuration sample x, we compute the reduced potential u(x, �; �∗), to form663

theN×M matrix of inputs toMBAR. (WhereN is the total number of snapshots,M is number of �windows.)664

MBAR equations are solved to yield a vector of reduced free energies f ∗m, where m indexes the intermediate665

� values. The reaction free energy prediction implied by the model parameters �∗ is then f ∗M − f ∗1 .666

To compute reaction free energy at a new value of the parameters �, we need to compute u(x, � = 1; �)667

and u(x, � = 0; �) for all configurations x. The optimization routine evaluates the gradient of the loss function668

L w.r.t. � by automatic differentiation and updates the parameters.669

300 uncorrelated snapshots per � state were used for the MBAR estimate and importance sampling for670

the vacuum simulations.671
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name ΔGexp
solv ΔGcalc

solv

molDWRow_1668 5.5 15.9

molDWRow_1669 9.5 21.5

molDWRow_1670 6.8 17.6

molDWRow_1559 2.7 18.9

molDWRow_331 2.2 12.8

molDWRow_853 1.4 18.6

Appendix 0 Table S.I.1. 5 out of the 6 tautomer pairs with the highest absolute error have common scaffolds.Tautomer pairs with absolute errors above 10 kcal/mol are shown.

Supplementary Information672
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Appendix 0 Figure S.I.1. Each of the three blocks show the QM calculations done with different level of theory indicatedby the title in the plots in column A. In each block the top penal shows the results obtained with multiple minimumconformations, the bottom penal shows the results obtain with a single conformation. Column D shows the differencebetween the multiple minimum and single minimum approach and E show the the number of minimum conformationsagainst the difference between the lowest and highest energy for each tautomer. These results were obtained withoutthe additional structure symmetry correction.
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Appendix 0 Figure S.I.2. Each of the three blocks show the QM calculations done with different level of theory indicatedby the title in the plots in column A. In each block the top penal shows the results obtained with multiple minimumconformations, the bottom penal shows the results obtain with a single conformation. Column D shows the differencebetween the multiple minimum and single minimum approach and E show the the number of minimum conformationsagainst the difference between the lowest and highest energy for each tautomer. These results were obtained withstructure symmetry correction.
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